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JAN VOORHOEVE t

THE OBIAMAN AND HIS INFLUENCE

IN THE MORAVIAN PARISH

Introductory Remarks by Willem F. L. Buschkens,
Institute of Cultural and Social Studies,
University of Leiden.

When in Surinam in 1964-65 doing field work for a study on the
family system of the lower class Creoles of Paramaribo, I happened
to get possession of a stencilled copy of a typescript of a report drawn
up by Jan Voorhoeve, probably during the period 1956-61, when he
was working in Surinam in the service of the Netherlands Bible
Society. It was written specifically for the information of the Ecclesias-
tical Council of the Moravian Brethren.

The report deals with the Afro-American Winti religion in Surinam,
which was the traditional religion of the African slaves in Surinam
that is still professed by many of the latter's descendants, forming the
ethnic group of the Creoles and the Bush Negroes. This study is
focused on the figure of the obiaman, a functionary in the Winti
religious system who is prone to possession by the obia winti (a god
from the Winti pantheon), whereupon he may give patients suffering
from mysterious maladies directions as to the cure to be followed for
their recovery.

The purpose of Voorhoeve's study was to provide the Ecclesiastical
Council with information on the socio-cultural background of and the
place occupied by the Winti religion. His aim was to enable the
Council this way to form a more subtly shaded opinion of the dif-
ferent practices of this religion, viewed by it as undesirable and
'heathen'. Evidently the need for information of this kind was strong
because the Winti religion, generally in combination with some form
of Christianity, still has many followers.

Voorhoeve, who as a linguist by training and a social researcher
by aptitude and inclination has made a great many studies of the
culture of Surinam, gives an extremely interesting analysis of the
syncretistic faith of the Creoles in this report. As the latter contains a
considerable quantity of material that is capable of extending our
knowledge of Afro-American religions, it seemed to me a good idea
to bring it to the attention of a wider public by publishing it in
English translation (by Maria J. L. van Yperen).

We are presenting Voorhoeve's text in a virtually complete form
below, in which only a few passages dealing with specifically ecclesias-
tical matters and the views of the Moravian Brethren and the author
on these matters have been eliminated, without interrupting the flow
of the discourse or altering the drift of the argument. Moreover,
some of the terms used by Voorhoeve, which may strike the modern
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412 Jan Voorhoeve f

reader as somewhat outdated, have been replaced for the English
translation by terms that are more usual in contemporary Cultural
Anthropology.

It is hoped that everyone capable of reading between the lines will
be able to appreciate from this text how much respect and love Jan
Voorhoeve had for the culture of the Creoles of Surinam.

1. General

For the serious problems of non-Christian influences in the parish in
Surinam there is, I feel, a historical explanation. In the period of
slavery there was a dual caste system of slaves and masters. Alongside
language, skin colóur, dress, and type of marriage, religion, too, was
a means of drawing social distinctions: the slave was regarded as a
heathen and the master as a Christian, no matter how unChristian his
behaviour might be in reality. The missions of the various denomina-
tions attempted a break-through of this system as far as religion was
concerned, trying to make religion independent of skin colour and
social position. To my mind they have only been partially successful
in this, the change-over to the Christian faith often being the result
not so much of a conversion as of a change in social status.

In. the colonial period a different scale of values developed, with
libi * [concubinage] being lower in status than marriage, black lower
than white, Surinamese lower than Dutch, and afkodree (idolatry)
lower than Christianity. This scale of values struck deep roots among
the common people, as witness such phrases as opo i kroru (to
lighten one's colour) and the pejorative term afkodree. So the
Christian faith again constituted a means of drawing distinctions,
now between low-status, uneducated and uncultured on the one
hand, and high-status, educated and cultured on the other.

With the present rise of nationalism [in Surinam] we are witnessing
an undermining of the old value judgements from the colonial period.
Part of this process is not affecting the church in any way, for
example the attempts to give the Surinam language equality of status
alongside Dutch. An erosion of the old scale of values is.to be expected
on other points as well, however, so that the prevailing notions about
the inferiority of concubinage vis-a-vis marriage and of afkodree vis-
è-vis Christianity will no doubt also be called into question. The
obvious interest being shown by specific groups in the phenomenon of
winti is already providing a pointer in this direction.

2. The Religious System of the Lower Class Creoles

That which we traditionally tend to refer to with the term afkodree
[idolatry] is in reality an Afro-American religion. We would do well

* The editor has left intact the orthography as used by Jan Voorhoeve for
: Sranan Tongo words in the text.
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The Obiaman and his Influence in the Moravian Parish 413

to dissociate ourselves from the old value judgement whereby afkodree
is regarded as something crude and base. If we fail to do so, we will
probably not only get into difficulties, but will also be depriving
ourselves of the opportunity to judge the phenomenon clearly. We
shall have to be prepared to respect this religion as an independent
religious system (like, for instance, Islam).

The supreme god of this system is Anaria (also called Tafradjini,
Kadiaman, Sebentuaini and Sasidjemponu). This supreme god is
usually the first to be mentioned in every prayer and religious
ceremony. He entertains no direct relations with man, however. He
will never enter a person's body when in religious ecstasy, for example.
Such direct relations with mankind are maintained by means of a
number of mediums or intermediaries, called winti (or sömetimes also
wenti, komfo and awese). These winti can be divided into the fol-
lowing classes: •

a. The so-called gronwinti, viz. Aisa, Maisa, or Wanaisa (the gron-
mama or mama fu doti), her husband Loko (localized in the
kankantri)1, Leba (the god of crossroads and rubbish dümps, who
clears the way with her broom for all the other winti), and her
husband Frekete. There are four, therefore, and they all have some
connection with the soil or with man's relations to the soil. Every
pree2 is preceded by a prisi doti, in which one or more of these
deities are invoked. It constitutes the regular opening of both the
wintipree and the so-called indjipoku, barmaské, banjd or lakü.

b. The snake god, papawinti or fodu (localized in the dagwe snake).
It has a special language of its own, papawintitongo, which includes
such words as meé (woman, wife), fijé (child), frodjadja (show,
ostentation), and so on. This winti is connected with wealth.

c. The numerous indjiwinti, who are divided into watra indji and
busi indji. The watra indji in turn. may be divided according to the
different rivers in Surinam in which they dweil. As people travel
down-river they may sing different songs for each of the in-
dividual winti localized in specific places. Curiously enough, there
is also a child of a papawinti and an indjiwinti, who is referred
to as papa indji [Indji = Amerindian].

d. The great host of kromanti3 and obia. Heré, too, there are sub-
divisions, with the tapkromanti being especially important, as
dances in connection with him are ony allo wed to be performed in
the day-time. I have noted about seven such subdivisions, with obia
being regarded as a subclass of kromanti as'well. I still hesitate
to systematize these, as my data are mutually contradictory. A
slightly different member of the group is the ampuku, as he is
able to imitate every other winti and may pass himself off as Aisa,
for instance, or even as a jorka [ = spirit]. The different subclasses
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414 Jan Voorhoeve f

in turn include numerous individual winti, needless to say. These
winti also have a religious language of their own, moreover, which
is called kromanti or obiatonge.

All these winti have individual modes of behaviour, as is apparent
from the behaviour of people in a winti trance, for example. Thus
even as an outsider one will be able to distinguish between the dif-
ferent winti. A djebri, for instance, is immediately recognizable by
his gait, an indji by his style of dancing (and his Indian speech), a
fodu by the movements of his head, a tapkromanti by the movements
of his arms, and so on. Even a layman quickly learns to see the dif-
ferences.

Contact with man invariably results in a trance-like state, which is
reflected principally by the way the person concerned speaks and
dances. This need not necessarily be accompanied by the emotional
explosions by which wintipree are clearly characterized. So an in-
formant might become possessed by a winti during an interview
in my study without the other members of my household noticing
anything when they talked to him.

Although all the winti have sworn to Anana not to tempt man to
evil, they do not always keep to this. All wisdom and knowledge
is vested in Anana, who has delegated parts thereof to different winti.
There is a certain degree of specialization in this. The obia winti will
be primarily specialized in medical knowledge and magie, the kromanti
in a knowledge of magie and objects bestowing strength and
courage, the fodu may give riches, and so on. The winti may
share the wisdom granted them with people. After all, they may enter
a person's body and speak through his mouth. This way they may give
people useful instructions.

In this world view man himself consists of a material and an im-
material part. The latter (the soul or spirit) is referred to by the terms
kra [akra), djodjo, jeje and se. People tend to be very vague about the
difference between these concepts. I have the impression that the kra
originally was a kind of vital principle or source of energy, and the
djodjo a kind of guardian spirit responsible for the well-being of a
person' body. This distinction is no longer important today, however.
They are regularly mentioned together in prayers and formulas, e.g.
Bun djodjo anga bun akra. Kwetjimama anga kwetjitata. The old
system seems to have been interpreted in terms of a sexual bipartition
without any clear functional difference. This seems to be a not
unknown phenomenon. My impression is that the pairs Aisa-Loko and
Leba-Frekete have also come about in this way. We shall hereafter
speak of the spiritual part of man as an undivided whole, to which
we shall refer by the most popular name, kra.
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The Obiaman and his Influence in the Moravian Parish 415

The kra can, in fact, be viewed as a kind of vital principle or source
of energy. For a kra may grow weak, causing the body to become
listless and limp. In such a case it may be necessary to reinvigorate
the kra. This may be done by means of ritual ablutions (for the kra
invariably using swit watra, perfumes and flowers) or a ritual meal.
called kratafra, or more simply to, or by giving a prisiri (festivity). Some-
times the kra may leave the body after a violent shock or sudden fall,
in which case the person will live on in a stunned and dazed state, like
a living corpse. Then the kra will have to be recaptured at the place
of the accident and returned to the body.

The kra additionally has the characteristics of a guardian spirit,
however. The kra is said to be answerable to Anana for what befalls
a person's body. In this capacity the kra may sometimes be identified
with an indjiwinti. The kra may in effect also be consulted in a very
frequently held ceremony, called kari akra or firi akra. The essential
aim of this ceremony is to make the kra temporarily leave the body
and enter an egg placed in a bowl of water on the patient's hand, and
answer the questions asked it through the movement of the water. This
is one of the most frequently used methods to determine a particular
course to be followed or cure to be applied. The kra must be returned
to the body afterwards. Here the kra is strongly reminiscent of a
guardian spirit with individual characteristics.

After a man's death his jorka lives on in a non-physical state. These
jorka remain in contact with the living. Hence in point of fact man
has two channels of contact with the unseen world: one via the winti
with ultimately Anana, and one with the spirits of the dead, the jorka.
The jorka may get into contact with man in the same way as the winti,
namely by entering a person's body and bringing about a state of
religious ecstasy. In this state the person concerned will adopt the out-
ward mode of behaviour of the deceased person whose jorka has
entered him. So a woman may behave entirely like a man. There is a
major difference between winti and jorka, however. The latter are not
answerable to Anana and so are much more inclined to cause man
harm. They are moreover amenable to manipulation by man; for
instance, a person may bind a jorka to himself in a graveyard in order
to gain power over an opponent. This is a cause of the desecration of
graves in Surinam, whereby as a rule the vague borderline between
obia and wisi (black magie) is overstepped.

Among the jorka man can count on at least one category of sup-
porters, namely the so-called kabra jorka or spirits of the ancestors.
This underlies the ancestor worship cult, which is probably much
more important in Surinam than is generally believed. When a
complete three-day wintipree is organized, the Thursday evening will
be reserved for the jorka, the Friday evening for the first three groups
of winti, the Saturday afternoon for the tapkromanti, and the Saturday
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evening for the other kromanti and obia. Hence about a third of the
available time is reserved for the jorka, needless to say those of the
ancestors. This is, in fact, quite understandable, as the jorka, espe-
cially the so-called prof e jorka (spirits of the unbaptized deceased),
may do an enormous amount of harm. So it is only natural that man
should do something to keep on a friendly footing with the kabra.

There is no better way of conciliating the ancestors than by
respecting the ancestral culture. Accordingly, all the old cultural
expressions from the period of slavery, such as kangga (children's
games), lakü and banja (musical comedies), susd (a foot game), and
the narration of Anansitori (tales of the spider Anansi), are revived
on the said Thursday evenings. Such an evening may be referred to as
kabra susd, for example, which name is clearly indicative of the
ancestor worship element. I feel quite confident in positing that
ancestor worship is exercising an unequivocally preservative influence
in Surinam, and that because of it so many old cultural traits, for
instance religious elements from the period of slavery, have survived.
In other respects as well the kabra are clearly conservative. So I once
witnessed how a kabra reproached his descendants for selling their
yard to a Hindustani. Quite possibly a pious family will hold a dede
oso [ = wake] on such a kabra evening, at which exclusively songs
from the Singi boekoe may be sung.

3. The Obiaman

I would like to refer to the specialists or priests officiating at this
kind of activity by the general term obiaman. In former times it was
customary for every place, region or extended family to possess its
own specialist, and for only a limited number of customs and winti
to be known here. There is no longer any employment for this type
of person in sparsely populated areas, however, and today only
relatively prosperous Creole regions such as Para and Coronie have
their own specialists. In other places the obiaman and his assistant,
the female singers and the musicians will have to be fetched from
town. Hence in town there is a concentration of obiaman and assistants,
but in addition an obvious concentration of winti. Urban rituals are
much more elaborate and extravagant (as well as more expensive)
than rural ones. Occasionally the opposite direction will be taken and
an urban group will set out in buses for some village in the Para
district in search of treatment.

There are a large number of obiaman living and working in town,
mostly Creoles, but some of them also Bush Negroes and even Hin-
dustanis with a Creole clientèle. There are wide differences between
them. So I know a Creole with a large daily practice among all classes
of the population who has never wanted to be paid for his work and
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wished to use his knowledge for the benefit of his fellow-men
for nothing as a gift from God. This man's rites, in fact, are very
austere, and he is perhaps more appropriately described as a herbalist
than an obiaman.

Others have a house in town (where their patients usually come to
consult them) and a compound with buildings somewhere in the
vicinity of town for them to perform their more elaborate rites in
peaceful surroundings, free from intrusions from neighbours or the
police. Such a compound will usually include a large yard surrounded
by benches which is used as a dancing-area, and adjoining it three
partitioned-off rooms: a consulting room and two guestrooms for the
patiënt and his relatives. In addition it contains the obiaman's own
hut, comprising a bedroom and a sitting-room, in which all the
paraphernalia are kept as well. In one case I discovered besides a
spacious special building for guests, containing a large number of beds,
to house the group of female singers with whom the obiaman in
question worked. One may also find a few open-air washing-areas and
herb gardens here. Some obiaman may lavishly decorate their com-
pounds with flags and wooden effigies in the trees, in the same way
as they may adorn themselves with numerous rings and chains, or
their bicycles with brass knobs and lucky charms.

It would be wrong to say that an obiaman does not in any way
regard himself as a Christian. On the contrary, I know obiaman who
play an active role in church activities. The persons preparing corpses
for burial are often called this, because they may gain power over the
dead person's jorka through the latter's hair and the water with which
the corpse has been washed. I know nothing about this type of
functionary really exercising a dual function like this, however. The
occupation of official positions in the parish definitely is no guarantee
that the persons concerned are not given to this kind of practice, on
the other hand. Women, too, may fulfil this type of function, though
they will seldom have large practices. Women tend more to fulfil the
role of singers at wintipree, deriving considerable additional income
from this. They are paid for their services and enjoy free board and
lodgings. The choir leader receives doublé pay and is an influential
figure at wintipree. There are several such groups in town, and for
market women and the like this often represent a welcome source of
extra money. The obiaman is aided in addition by one or more as-
sistants or komfoboi. The drummers and other musicians are also paid
and receive free board and lodgings.

The patiënt will usually go to an obiaman recommended to him by
some friend or acquaintance. The obiaman will as a rule make his
diagnosis (e set wan luku gi hen) with the aid of a mirror. The normal
fee is S fl. 2.50 in cash plus half a bottle of brandy, a candle and a cigar,
coming to approximately 5 or 6 Surinam guilders in all. The obiaman
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will put himself into a trance, whereby his obia winti will take
possession of him and say what is wrong and what cure should be
applied. Needless to say he will use the special ritual language for this,
which, though it may be very impressive, is far from intelligible. My
knowledge of this language being about as great as that of the average
layman, I would assess its vocabulary at no more than approximately
200 words, some of them ornamental epithets and fixed formulas. It
does not lend itself for complicated conversations. For it Surinamese
or Saramaccan is used as basic language, substituting key words by
special terms from this priestly language. So all it really involves is
the use of some different words, about 200 in all, and a slightly dif-
ferent pronunciation, al though it seems more complicated than it is.
To give the reader some idea I would cite the following words: busnu
(water), okreswa (egg), srawa (to wash), f reed (to eat), ameleku
(woman), safo (child), bunu (good), and additionally such set expres-
sions as adjamsimdasi (thank you). The average lower-class Creole
can understand this language, even though he may not be able to
speak it. So the obiaman is reasonably well understood, and his
language is certainly no trance language in need of interpretation by
third persons.

In addition the obiaman uses a script noted down in trance, which,
though slightly reminiscent of the Afaka Bush Negro script, is clearly
a trance script without logical meaning and is, accordingly, interpreted
retrospectively by the obiaman himself. Dreams and interpretations of
dreams are also used. I would certainly not like to assert that there
is always conscious deception at issue. Al though needless to say the
obiaman labours under a certain professional superficiality and routine,
he himself generally believes in what the winti has imparted to him.

To give the reader some sort of an idea of a typical treatment, I
shall describe here a fairly simple case. A 65-year-old carpenter was
suffering from a number of physical complaints. His condition was
not improved by ablutions. The obiaman thereupon told him to go and
see a doctor first. The latter had him immediately hospitalized for
surgery. After the operation the obiaman continued his treatment. He
invoked the kra, who asked f o a to (meal). The obiaman personally
accompanied the patiënt to church to invoke God's blessing on the
cure. A special begi (prayer meeting) was organized at home, at which
the obiaman led the prayers with an open Bible on the table, as well
as a bottle of brandy, a burning candle and a glass of water for the
libations. The patiënt spent the evening before the to praying at home.
At the end of the to the kra was consulted anew. The latter appeared
to be satisfied so far and gave instructions on how further a prisiri
should be organized. The man was repeatedly washed4 the preceding
week. He had killed someone in the past, and special attention was
given to his liberation from the jorka of his victim. Hereupon the
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different winti were invited to appear at the feast to be held, by means
of different offerings and prayers at different places. The feast com-
prised first two hours' kaseko, followed by a prisi doti and games and
dancing for the other winti until about three a.m. The man feit much
better af ter that and was appointed foreman [by his boss], which
needless to say was ascribed to the treatment.

Obviously the costs of a very simple treatment of this sort are quite
high. Exclusive of the obiaman's' fee, the amount spent on offerings,
drink, music, food, and so on, alone comes to something around 120
Surinam guilders. It is impossible to fob the obiaman off with a mere
pittance, as he will have put at least 30 hours' work into the whole
thing. Where one has to organize a complete wintipree of three days,
however, the amount to be paid to an experienced obiaman will
certainly not be less than S fl. 800.— in all. The patiënt will never-
theless be well aware that success is far from always definitely
guaranteed with this kind of treatment. Something may go wrong with
the complex ritual, or the case may be more complicated than originally
anticipated, so that an additional pree will be necessary. I know some-
one of 20 who has spent S fl. 3000.— on this kind of thing in his
short life.

Only a very small proportion will disappear into the obiaman's
pocket, for he does not always charge exorbitant fees. The prices are
as a rule fairly fixed. It is difficult to gather reliable data on this,
but I have a feeling that exceptionally high fees are only charged in
extraordinary cases (where the practices adopted very much resemble
wisi). In these cases the patient's fears and extreme circumstances are
blatantly exploited. I would not be able to mention one obiaman who
derives a high regular income from his work as such, however. His
work is moreover very strenuous, and is impossible to do in addition
to other regular work. He has to spend days on end away from town,
for instance. During a wintipree he will exert himself day and night,
go practically without sleep and be obliged to drink heavily.

4. Syncretism

As we saw above, an obiaman may go to church with his patiënt to
pray, and may also conduct prayers at home. Of this latter type of
prayer I have made a tape-recording. It contained a curious passage
in which the recognition that afkodree is prohibited by God is
expressed. It runs as follows:

"Yu srefi warskooru taki u no mu din afkodree, ma u n e din en.
Ma u wan waka n a fasi fu ju. Ma tje, te didibri e feti wan pisi
anga ju, da j e feti anga en baka. Efu j e hor en a wan pisi, meki
a teki denki taki a wini, dan bakaten da u lib on, da u fika en de.
Ma u begi ju masra Gado f ï tan dj ü n a fasi lek edeman a tap a
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wroko di w e go, a tap a djodjo ang akra wroko di w o feti de."
[You Yourself have warned us not to iridulge in idolatry, and
so we don't. We want to live according to Your law. But well, if
the devil fights with you, you fight back. If you follow him a
little way, give him the idea that he's already victorious, and
then later we leave him, leave him behind there. But we pray to
You, oh Lord God, to support us as chief in the work we're
engaged in, the kra work in which we're struggling.]

However, I still would not want to describe this as syncretism. After
all, we speak of syncretism where two religious systems deeply in-
fluence each other and end up forming as it were a new entity. In
Surinam we see the two systems co-existing side by side with relatively
few mutual points of contact, and even standing in opposition to one
another, as in this prayer. People live in both systems simultaneously,
often in conformity with Christian norms, but in certain emergencies
also according to entirely different norms. And they do not really have
a guilty conscience about this. There are countless stories about Afro-
American practices being observed by church functionaries themselves,
who see themselves obliged to justify their attitude. One might say in
explanation that a Christian Creole who feels threatened and fails to
find sufficient protection in the church will appeal to the obiaman
for help and comfort.

EDITÓR'S NOTÉS:

1 The kankantri or wild kapok tree (Ceiba pentandra L. Gaertn., fam. Bomba-
caceae) is probably the tallest tree of the Surinam forest. It is regarded as
sacred by the Creoles and Bush Negroes.

2 A pree or wintipree is a dance ritual for the winti and the jorka or spirits of
the ancestors.

3 Kromanti are winti of war (and death) bearing West African names.

4 Obiaman often treat their patients by "washing" them in a tub containing
water and a mixture of herbs.
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